Algorithmic machine teaching studies the interaction between a teacher and a learner where the teacher selects labeled examples aiming at teaching a target hypothesis. In a quest to lower teaching complexity and to achieve more natural teacher-learner interactions, several teaching models and complexity measures have been proposed for both the batch settings (e.g., worst-case, recursive, preferencebased, and non-clashing models) as well as the sequential settings (e.g., local preference-based model). To better understand the connections between these different batch and sequential models, we develop a novel framework which captures the teaching process via preference functions Σ. In our framework, each function σ P Σ induces a teacher-learner pair with teaching complexity as TDpσq. We show that the above-mentioned teaching models are equivalent to specific types/families of preference functions in our framework. This equivalence, in turn, allows us to study the differences between two important teaching models, namely σ functions inducing the strongest batch (i.e., non-clashing) model and σ functions inducing a weak sequential (i.e., local preference-based) model. Finally, we identify preference functions inducing a novel family of sequential models with teaching complexity linear in the VC dimension of the hypothesis class: this is in contrast to the best known complexity result for the batch models which is quadratic in the VC dimension.
Introduction
Algorithmic machine teaching studies the interaction between a teacher and a learner where the teacher's goal is to find an optimal training sequence to steer the learner towards a target hypothesis [GK95, ZLHZ11, Zhu13, SBB`14, Zhu15, ZSZR18] . An important quantity of interest is the teaching dimension (TD) of the hypothesis class, representing the worst-case number of examples needed to teach any hypothesis in a given class. Given that the teaching complexity depends on what assumptions are made about teacher-learner interactions, different teaching models lead to different notions of teaching dimension. In the past two decades, several such teaching models have been proposed, primarily driven by the motivation to lower teaching complexity and to find models for which the teaching complexity has better connections with learning complexity measured by Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VCD) [VC71] of the class.
Most of the well-studied teaching models are for the batch setting (e.g., worst-case [GK95, Kuh99] , recursive [ZLHZ08, ZLHZ11, DFSZ14] , preference-based [GRSZ17] , and non-clashing [KSZ19] models). In these batch models, the teacher first provides a set of examples to the learner and then the learner outputs a hypothesis. In a quest to achieve more natural teacher-learner interactions and enable richer applications, various different models have been proposed for the sequential setting (e.g., local preference-based model for version space learners [CSMA`18], models for gradient learners [LDH`17, LDL`18, KDCS19] , models inspired by control theory [Zhu18, LZZ19] , models 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada. arXiv:1910.10944v1 [cs. LG] 24 Oct 2019 for sequential tasks [CL12, HTS18, TGH`19] , and models for human-centered applications that require adaptivity [SBB`13, HCMA`19]).
In this paper, we seek to gain a deeper understanding of how different teaching models relate to each other. To this end, we develop a novel teaching framework which captures the teaching process via preference functions Σ. Here, a preference function σ P Σ models how a learner navigates in the version space as it receives teaching examples (see §2 for formal definition); in turn, each function σ induces a teacher-learner pair with teaching dimension TDpσq (see §3). We highlight some of the key results below:
• We show that the well-studied teaching models in batch setting corresponds to specific families of σ functions in our framework (see §4 and Table 1 ). • We study the differences in the family of σ functions inducing the strongest batch model [KSZ19] and functions inducing a weak sequential model [CSMA`18] ( §5.2) (also, see the relationship between Σ gvs and Σ local in Figure 1 ). • We identify preference functions inducing a novel family of sequential models with teaching complexity linear in the VCD of the hypothesis class. We provide a constructive procedure to find such σ functions with low teaching complexity ( §5.3). Our key findings are highlighted in Figure 1 and Table 1. Here, Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between different families of preference functions that we introduce, and Table 1 summarizes the key complexity results we obtain for different families. Our unified view of the existing teaching models in turn opens up several intriguing new directions such as (i) using our constructive procedures to design preference functions for addressing open questions of whether RTD/ NCTD is linear in VCD, and (ii) understanding the notion of collusion-free teaching in sequential models. We discuss these directions further in §6. 
Teaching Dimension for a Fixed Preference Function
Our objective is to design teaching algorithms that can steer the learner towards the target hypothesis in a minimal number of time steps. We study the worst-case number of steps needed, as is common when measuring information complexity of teaching [GK95, ZLHZ11, GRSZ17, Zhu18]. Fix the ground set of instances X and the learner's preference σ. For any version space H Ď H, the worst-case optimal cost for steering the learner from h to h ‹ is characterized by
where C σ pH, h, zq " arg min h 1 PHXHptzuq σph 1 ; H X Hptzuq, hq denotes the set of candidate hypotheses most preferred by the learner. Note that our definition of teaching dimension is similar in spirit to the local preference-based teaching complexity defined by [CSMA`18]. We shall see in the next section, this complexity measure in fact reduces to existing notions of teaching complexity for specific families of preference functions.
Given a preference function σ and the learner's initial hypothesis h 0 , the teaching dimension w.r.t. σ is defined as the worst-case optimal cost for teaching any target h ‹ :
(3.1)
Teaching Dimension for a Family of Preference Functions
In this paper, we will investigate several families of preference functions (as illustrated in Figure 1 ). For a family of preference functions Σ, we define the teaching dimension w.r.t the family Σ as the teaching dimension w.r.t. the best σ in that family:
Σ-TD X ,H,h0 " min σPΣ TD X ,H,h0 pσq.
(3.2)
Collusion-free Preference Functions
An important consideration when designing teaching models is to ensure that the teacher and the learner are "collusion-free", i.e., they are not allowed to collude or use some "coding-trick" to achieve arbitrarily low teaching complexity. A well-accepted notion of collusion-freeness in the batch setting is one proposed by [GM96] (also see [AK97, OS99, KSZ19]). Intuitively, it captures the idea that a learner conjecturing hypothesis h will not change its mind when given additional information consistent with h. In comparison to batch models, the notion of collusion-free teaching in the sequential models is not well understood. We introduce a novel notion of collusion-freeness for the sequential setting, which captures the following idea: if h is the only hypothesis in the most preferred set defined by σ, then the learner will always stay at h as long as additional information received by the learner is consistent with h. We formalize this notion in the definition below. Note that for σ functions corresponding to batch models (see §4), Definition 1 reduces to the collusion-free definition of [GM96] .
Definition 1 (Collusion-free preference) Consider a time t where the learner's current hypothesis is h t´1 and version space is H t (see Protocol 1). Further assume that the learner's preferred hypothesis for time t is uniquely given by arg min h 1 PHt σph 1 ; H t , h t´1 q " tĥu. Let S be additional examples provided by an adversary from time t onwards. We call a preference function collusion-free, if for any S consistent withĥ, it holds that arg min h 1 PHtXHpSq σph 1 ; H t X HpSq,ĥq " tĥu.
In this paper, we study preference functions that are collusion-free. In particular, we use Σ CF to denote the set of preference functions that induce collusion-free teaching: We consider three families of preference functions which do not depend on the learner's current hypothesis. The first one is the family of uniform preference functions, denoted by Σ const , which corresponds to constant preference functions:
The second family, denoted by Σ global , corresponds to the preference functions that do not depend on the learner's current hypothesis and version space. In other words, the preference functions capture some global preference ordering of the hypotheses:
The third family, denoted by Σ gvs , corresponds to the preference functions that depend on the learner's version space, but do not depend on the learner's current hypothesis:
Σ gvs " tσ P Σ CF | D g : Hˆ2 H Ñ R, s.t. @h 1 , H, h, σph 1 ; H, hq " gph 1 , Hqu Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between these preference families.
Complexity Results
We first provide several definitions, including the formal definition of VC dimension as well as several existing notions of teaching dimension.
Definition 2 (Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [VC71] ) The VC dimension for H Ď H w.r.t. a fixed set of unlabeled instances X Ď X , denoted by VCDpH, Xq, is the cardinality of the largest set of points X 1 Ď X that are "shattered". 2 Formally, let H |X " tphpx 1 q, ..., hpx n| @h P Hu denote all possible patterns of H on X. Then VCDpH, Xq " max |X 1 |, s.t. X 1 Ď X and |H |X 1 | " 2 |X 1 | . As noted by [ZLHZ08] , the teaching dimension of [GK95] does not always capture the intuitive idea of cooperation between teacher and learner. The authors then introduced a model of cooperative teaching that resulted in the complexity notion of recursive teaching dimension, as defined below.
Definition 4 (Recursive teaching dimension [ZLHZ08, ZLHZ11]) The recursive teaching dimension (RTD) of H, denoted by RTDpHq, is the smallest number k, such that one can find an ordered sequence of hypotheses in H, denoted by ph 1 , . . . , h i , . . . , h |H| q, where every hypothesis h i has a teaching set of size no more than k to be distinguished from the hypotheses in the remaining sequence.
In this paper we consider finite hypothesis classes. Under this setting, RTD is equivalent to preferencebased teaching dimension (PBTD) [GRSZ17] .
In a recent work of [KSZ19] , a new notion of teaching complexity, called non-clashing teaching dimension or NCTD, was introduced (see definition below). Importantly, NCTD is the optimal teaching complexity among teaching models in the batch setting that satisfy the collusion-free property of [GM96] .
Definition 5 (Non-clashing teaching dimension [KSZ19] ) Let H be a hypothesis class and T : H Ñ 2 X be a "teacher mapping" on H, i.e., mapping a given hypothesis to a teaching set. 3 We say that T is non-clashing on H iff there are no two distinct h, h 1 P H such that Tphq is consistent with h 1 and Tph 1 q is consistent with h. The non-clashing Teaching Dimension of H, denoted by NCTDpHq, is defined as NCTDpHq " min T is non-clashing tmax hPH |Tphq|u.
We show in the following, that the teaching dimension Σ-TD in Eq. (3.2) unifies the above definitions of TD's for batch models.
Theorem 1 (Reduction to existing notions of TD's) Fix X , H, h 0 . The teaching complexity for the three families reduces to the existing notions of teaching dimensions:
Our teaching model strictly generalizes the local-preference based model of [CSMA`18], which reduces to the "worst-case" model when σ P Σ const (corresponding to TD) [GK95] and the global "preference-based" model when σ P Σ global . Hence we get Σ const -TD X ,H,h0 " TDpHq and Σ global -TD X ,H,h0 " RTDpHq. To establish the equivalence between Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 and NCTDpHq, it suffices to show that for any X , H, h 0 , the following holds: (i) Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 ě NCTDpHq, and (ii) Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 ď NCTDpHq. The full proof is provided in Appendix A.2.
In Table 2 , we consider the well known Warmuth hypothesis class [DFSZ14] where Σ const -TD " 3, Σ global -TD " 3, and Σ gvs -TD " 2. Table 2b and Table 2d show preference functions σ P Σ const , σ P Σ global , and σ P Σ gvs that achieve the minima in Eq. (3.2). Table 2a shows the teaching sequences achieving these teaching dimensions for these preference functions. In Appendix A.1, we provide another hypothesis class where Σ const -TD " 3, Σ global -TD " 2, and Σ gvs -TD " 1.
5 Preference-based Sequential Models
Families of Preference Functions
In this section, we investigate two families of preference functions that depend on the learner's current hypothesis h t´1 . The first one is the family of local preference-based functions [CSMA`18], denoted by Σ local , which corresponds to preference functions that depend on the learner's current (local) hypothesis, but do not depend on the learner's version space:
The Warmuth hypothesis class and the corresponding teaching sequences (denoted by S).
(c) σ local representing the Hamming distance between h 1 and h.
Here, t¨u˚denotes all subsets. The second family, denoted by Σ lvs , corresponds to the preference functions that depend on all three arguments of σph 1 ; H, hq. The dependence of σ on the learner's current (local) hypothesis and the version space renders a powerful family of preference functions:
Σ lvs " tσ P Σ CF | D g : Hˆ2 HˆH Ñ R, s.t. @h 1 , H, h, σph 1 ; H, hq " gph 1 , H, hqu Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between these preference families. As an example, in Table 2c and Table 2e , we provide the preference functions σ local and σ lvs for the Warmuth hypothesis class that achieve the minima in Eq. (3.2).
Comparing Σ gvs -TD and Σ local -TD
In the following, we show that substantial differences arise as we transition from σ functions inducing the strongest batch (i.e., non-clashing) model to σ functions inducing a weak sequential (i.e., local preference-based) model. We provide the full proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix C.
Theorem 2 Neither of the families Σ gvs and Σ local dominates the other. Specifically,
Complexity Results
We now connect the teaching complexity of the sequential models with the VC dimension.
Theorem 3 Σ local -TD X ,H,h0 " OpVCDpH, X q 2 q, and Σ lvs -TD X ,H,h0 " OpVCDpH, X qq.
To establish the proof, we first introduce an important definition (Definition 6) and a key lemma (Lemma 4).
Definition 6 (Compact-Distinguishable Set) Fix H Ď H and X Ď X , where X " tx 1 , ..., x n u. Let H |X " tphpx 1 q, ..., hpx n| @h P Hu denote all possible patterns of H on X. Then, we say that X is compact-distinguishable on H, if |H |X | " |H| and @X 1 Ă X, |H |X 1 | ă |H|. We will use Ψ H to denote a compact-distinguishable set on H. 
Lemma 4 suggests that for any H, X , one can partition the hypothesis class H into m ď |X |`1 subsets with lower VC dimension with respect to some compact-distinguishable set. 5 The main idea of the lemma is similar to the reduction of a concept class w.r.t. some instance x to lower VCD as done in Theorem 9 of [FW95] . The key distinction of Lemma 4 is that we consider compact-distinguishable sets for this partitioning, which in turn ensures the uniqueness of the version spaces associated with these partitions (see proof of Theorem 3). Another key novelty in our proof of Theorem 3 is to recursively apply the reduction step from the lemma.
To prove the lemma, we provide a constructive procedure to partition the hypothesis class, and show that the resulting partitions have reduced VC dimensions on some compact-distinguishable set. We highlight the procedure for constructing the partitions in Algorithm 2 (Line 7-Line 10). In Figure 3 , we provide an illustrative example for creating such partitions for the Warmuth hypothesis class from Table 2a . We sketch the proof of Lemma 4 below, and defer the detailed proof to Appendix D.1.
Proof [Proof Sketch of Lemma 4] Let us define H x " th P H : h x |Ψ H P H |Ψ H u. Here, h x denotes the hypothesis that only differs with h on the label of x, and h |Ψ H denotes the patterns of h on Ψ H . Fix a reference hypothesis h H . For all j P rm´1s, let y j " 1´h H px j q be the opposite label of x j P Ψ H as provided by h H . As shown in Line 9 of Algorithm 2, we consider the set H 1 :" H y1 x1 " th P H x1 : hpx 1 q " y 1 u as the first partition. In the appendix, we show that |H 1 | ą 0. Next, we show that VCDpH 1 , Ψ H ztx 1 uq ď d´1. When d ą 1, we prove the statement as follows:
In the appendix, we prove the statement for d " 1, and further show that there exists a compactdistinguishable set Ψ H 1 Ď Ψ H ztx 1 u for the first partition H 1 . Then, we conclude that the first partition H 1 has VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q ď d´1.
Next, we remove the first partition H 1 from H, and continue to create the above mentioned partitions on H rest " HzH 1 and X rest " Ψ H ztx 1 u. As discussed in the appendix, we show that X rest is a compact-distinguishable set on H rest . Therefore, we can repeat the above procedure (Line 7-Line 10, Algorithm 2) to create the subsequent partitions. This process continues until the size of X rest reduces to 1, i.e. X rest " tx m´1 u. Until then, we obtain partitions tH 1 , ..., H m´2 u. By construction, H j satisfy properties (i) and (ii) for all j P rm´2s.
It remains to show that H m´1 and H m also satisfy the properties in Lemma 4. Since X rest " tx m´1 u before we start iteration m´1, and X rest is a compact-distinguishable set for H rest , there must exist exactly two hypotheses in H rest , and therefore |H m´1 |, |H m | " 1. This implies that VCDpH m´1 , Ψ H m´1 q " VCDpH m , Ψ H m q " 0. Furthermore, @j P rm´1s and h P H j , we have h H px j q ‰ hpx j q. This indicates h H P H m , and hence H m " th H u which completes the proof. Recursive construction of σ lvs . As a part of the Theorem 3 proof, we provide a recursive procedure for constructing a σ lvs P Σ lvs achieving TD X ,H,h0 pσ lvs q " O pVCDpH, X qq.
Proof [Proof of Theorem 3] In a nutshell, the proof consists of three steps: (i) initialization of σ lvs , (ii) setting the preferences by recursively invoking the constructive procedure for Lemma 4, and (iii) showing that there exists a teaching sequence of length up to d for any target hypothesis h ‹ . We summarize the recursive procedure in Algorithm 2.
Step (i). To begin with, we initialize σ lvs with default values which induce high σ values (i.e., low preference), except for σph 1 ; H, hq " 0 where h 1 " h (c.f. Line 2 of Algorithm 2). The self-preference guarantees that σ lvs is collusion-free as per Definition 1.
Step (ii). The recursion begins at the top level with H " H, current version space V " H, and initial hypothesis h " h 0 . Lemma 4 suggests that we can partition H into m " |Ψ H |`1 groups tH 1 , ..., H m u, where for all j P rms, there exists a compact-distinguishable set Ψ H j that satisfies the properties in Lemma 4. Now consider the hypothesis h :" h 0 . We show that for j P rm´1s, every px j , y j q, where x j P Ψ H and y j " 1´hpx j q, corresponds to a unique version space V j :" th P V : hpx j q " y j u. To prove this statement, we consider R j :" V j X H " th P H : hpx j q " y j u. According to Lemma 8 of Appendix D.2, we know that none of R j for j P rm´1s are equal. This indicates that none of V j for j P rm´1s are equal.
We then set the values of the preference function σ lvs p¨; V j , hq for all j P rm´1s and y j " 1´hpx j q (Line 12). Upon receiving px j , y j q, the learner will be steered to the next "search space" H j , with version space V j . By Lemma 4 we have VCDpH j , Ψ H j q ď VCDpH, Ψ H q´1.
We will build the preference function σ lvs recursively m´1 times for each pV j , H j , Ψ H j , h next q, where h next corresponds to the unique hypothesis identified by function I (Line 13-Line 14). At each level of recursion, VCD reduces by 1. We stop the recursion when VCDpH j ; Ψ H j q " 0, which corresponds to the scenario |H j | " 1.
Step (iii). Given the preference function constructed in Algorithm 2, we can build up the set of (labeled) teaching examples recursively. Consider the beginning of the teaching process, where the learner's current hypothesis is h 0 and version space is H, and the goal of the teacher is to teach h ‹ . Consider the first level of the recursion in Algorithm 2, where we divide H into m " |Ψ H |`1 groups tH 1 , ..., H m u. Let us consider the case where h ‹ P H j ‹ with j ‹ P rm´1s. The teacher provides an example given by px " x j ‹ , y " h ‹ px j ‹ qq. After receiving the teaching example, the resulting partition H j ‹ will stay in the version space; meanwhile, h 0 will be removed from the version space. The new version space will be V j ‹ . The learner's new hypothesis induced by the preference function is given by h next P H j ‹ . By repeating this teaching process for a maximum of d steps, the learner reaches a partition of size 1 (see Step (ii) for details). At this step h ‹ must be the only hypothesis left in the search space. Therefore, h next " h ‹ , and the learner has reached h ‹ . Figure 4 illustrates the recursive construction of a σ lvs P Σ lvs for the Warmuth class, with TD X ,H,h0 pσ lvs q " 2.
Discussion and Conclusion
We now discuss a few thoughts related to different families of preference functions. First of all, the size of the families grows exponentially as we change our model from Σ const , Σ global to Σ gvs /Σ local and finally to Σ lvs , thus resulting in more powerful models with lower teaching complexity. While run time has not been the focus of this paper, it would be interesting to characterize the presumably increased run time complexity of sequential learners and teachers with complex preference functions. Furthermore, as the size of the families grow, the problem of finding the best preference function σ in a given family Σ that achieve the minima in Eq. (3.2) becomes more computationally challenging.
The recursive procedure in Algorithm 2 creates a preference function σ lvs P Σ lvs that has teaching complexity at most VCD. It is interesting to note that the resulting preference function σ lvs has the characteristic of "win-stay, loose shift" [BDGG14, CSMA`18]: Given that for any hypothesis we have σph;¨, hq " 0, the learner prefers her current hypothesis as long as it remains consistent. Preference functions with this characteristic naturally exhibit the collusion-free property in Definition 1. For some problems, one can achieve lower teaching complexity for a σ P Σ lvs . In fact, the preference function σ lvs we provided for the Warmuth class in Table 2e has teaching complexity 1, while the preference function constructed in Figure 4 has teaching complexity 2.
One fundamental aspect of modeling teacher-learner interactions is the notion of collusion-free teaching. Collusion-freeness for the batched setting is well established in the research community and NCTD characterizes the complexity of the strongest collusion-free batch model. In this paper, we are introducing a new notion of collusion-freeness for the sequential setting (Definition 1). As discussed above, a stricter condition is the "win-stay lose-shift" model, which is easier to validate without running the teaching algorithm. In contrast, the condition of Definition 1 is more involved in terms of validation and is a joint property of the teacher-learner pair. One intriguing question for future work is defining notions of collusion-free teaching in sequential models and understanding their implications on teaching complexity.
Another interesting direction of future work is to better understand the properties of the teaching parameter Σ-TD. One question of particular interest is showing that the teaching parameter is not upper bounded by any constant independent of the hypothesis class, which would suggest a strong collusion in our model. We can show that for certain hypothesis classes, Σ-TD is lower bounded by a function of VCD. In particular, for the power set class of size d (which has VCD " d), Σ-TD is lower bounded by Ω´d log d¯. Another direction of future work is to understand whether this parameter is additive or subadditive over disjoint domains. Also, we consider a generalization of our results to the infinite VC classes as a very interesting direction for future work.
Our framework provides novel tools for reasoning about teaching complexity by constructing preference functions. This opens up an interesting direction of research to tackle important open problems, such as proving whether NCTD or RTD is linear in VCD [SZ15, CCT16, HWLW17, KSZ19]. In this paper, we showed that neither of the families Σ gvs and Σ local dominates the other (Theorem 2). As a direction for future work, it would be important to further quantify the complexity of Σ local family.
A Supplementary Materials for §4

A.1 An Example Hypothesis Class and the Teaching Sequences for the Batch Models
In this section, we provide an example hypothesis class where Σ const -TD " TD " 3, Σ global -TD " RTD " 2, and Σ gvs -TD " NCTD " 1. The hypothesis class is specified in Table 3a . The preference functions inducing the optimal teaching sets for the examples are specified in Table 3b , 3c, and 3d.
An example hypothesis class with the optimal teaching sets under different families of preference functions. Table 3 : An example hypothesis class where Σ const -TD " 3, Σ global -TD " 2, and Σ gvs -TD " 1.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Before we prove our main results for the batch models, we first establish the following results on the non-clashing teaching. The notion of a non-clashing teacher was first introduced by [KKW07] . Our proof is inspired by [KSZ19] which shows the non-clashing property for collusion-free teacher-learner pair, under the batch setting.
Lemma 5 Assume σ P Σ gvs is collusion-free. Then teacher T must be non-clashing on H. i.e., for any two distinct h, h 1 P H such that Tphq is consistent with h 1 , Tph 1 q cannot be consistent with h.
Proof [Proof of Lemma 5] By definition of the preference function, we have @σ P Σ gvs , h 1 P H, σph 1 ; HpZ 1 q,¨q " g σ ph 1 , HpZ 1for some function g σ .
We then prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume that the teacher mapping T isn't non-clashing. There exists h ‰ h 1 P H, where Z " Tphq, and Z 1 " Tph 1 q are consistent with both, h and h 1 .
Assume that the last current hypothesis before the teacher provides the last example of Z is h 1 . Then, h " arg min Where first equality is the definition of a teaching sequence. The second equality is by the definition of collusion-free preference (Definition 1). Similarly we have h 1 " arg min
Consequently, h " h 1 , which is a contradiction. This indicates that T is non-clashing. Now we are ready to provide the proof for Theorem 1. We divide the proof of the Theorem 1 into three parts, each corresponding to the equivalence results for a different preference function family.
Proof [Proof of Theorem 1] Part 1 (reduction to TD) and Part 2 (reduction to RTD) of the proof are included in the main paper.
To establish the equivalence between Σ gvs -TD and NCTD, we aim to show that for any hypotheses space H, it holds (i) Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 ě NCTDpHq, and (ii) Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 ď NCTDpHq.
We first prove (i) . According to Lemma 5, for any σ P Σ gvs , a successful teacher T with σ is non-clashing on H. Therefore, Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 " min Successful Teacher T max hPH |Tphq| ě min Non-clashing teacher T max hPH |Tphq| " NCTDpHq.
We now proceed to prove (ii). Consider any non-clashing teacher mapping T. First we will prove that there exists σ P Σ gvs such that pT, L σ q is successful on H. Here L σ is a learner corresponded to σ as described in §2, and by "successful" we mean that the learner successfully outputs the target hypothesis when teaching terminates. In the following, we construct a preference function σ. First initialize σp¨;¨,¨q " 1. Then, for every h P H, and every S 1 which Tphq Ď S 1 and S 1 is consistent with h assign σph; HpS 1 q,¨q " 0.
We then prove (ii) by contradiction. Consider any set of examples S, and assume there exists two h 1 ‰ h 1 P H where σph; HpSq,¨q " σph 1 ; HpSq,¨q " 0. Then Tphq Ď HpSq and Tph 1 q Ď HpSq, also S is consistent with both h and h 1 . This indicates that, both Tphq and Tph 1 q must be consistent with both h, and h 1 . This contradicts with T being non-clashing. Therefore, for every h, and S 1 where S 1 is consistent with h and Tphq Ď S 1 , and h 1 ‰ h, we have σph; HpS 1 q,¨q ă σph 1 ; HpS 1 q,¨q.
Consequently, after providing the examples Tphq to the learner L σ , the learner will stay on h even if she receives more consistent labeled examples. Therefore, pT, L σ q is both collusion-free and successful on H.
Therefore, we conclude that for any teacher mapping T induced by σ P Σ gvs , max hPH |Tphq| ě TD X ,H,h0 pσq. Consequently, Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 ď NCTDpHq. Combining this results with (i) hence completes the proof. Table 2 This section provides the details of preference functions for the Warmuth class.
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h 1 @h 1 P H σ const ph 1 ,¨,¨q 0 σ global ph 1 ,¨,¨q case that px, hpxqq P T phq, or px, h 1 pxqq P T ph 1 q. This holds by nothing that since h, and h 1 are only different on x, if x is absent in their teaching sequences, this would lead to violation of the non-clashing property of the teacher.
Next we apply this observation on the powerset k hypotheses class where H consists of all hypotheses which have length k. This indicates that for every h P H, and 0 ď j ď pk´1q all k variants h x j P H. For all 0 ď j ď pk´1q by using the above observation, for a pair h and h x j , we drive ř 2 k´1 i"0 |T ph i q| ě k¨2 k 2 . By applying the pigeon-hole principle, this indicates that there exist an h P H, where |T phq| ě k 2 . In other words NCTDpHq ě r k 2 s.
Fix k " 7, we get Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 " NCTDpHq ě 4. On the other hand, we construct a preference function σ P Σ local , where Σ local -TD X ,H,h0 ď TD X ,H,h0 pσq " 3 for k " 7.
The example is detailed in Figure 5 . Intuitively, for any h 0 P H, we construct a tree of hypotheses with branching factor 7 at the top level, branching factor of 6 at the next level, and so on. Here, each branch corresponds to one teaching example, and each path from h 0 to h P H corresponds to a teaching sequence T local phq. We need a tree of depth at most 3 to include all the 2 7 " 128 hypotheses to be taught as nodes in the tree. This gives us a constructive procedure of σ functions achieving TD X ,H,h0 pσq " 3 ă Σ gvs -TD X ,H,h0 , which completes the proof. h 11 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 4 , 1qq h 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 h 12 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 5 , 1qq h 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h 13 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 6 , 1qq h 44 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 h 44 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 1 , 1q, px 3 , 1qq h 45 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 h 45 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 1 , 1q, px 4 , 1qq h 46 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 h 46 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 1 , 1q, px 2 , 1qq h 47 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 h 47 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 1 , 1q, px 5 , 1qq h 48 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 h 48 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 1 , 1q, px 6 , 1qq h 79 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 h 79 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1q, px 1 , 0qq h 80 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 h 80 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1q, px 4 , 1qq h 81 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 h 81 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1q, px 5 , 1qq h 82 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 h 47 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1q, px 3 , 1qq h 83 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 h 83 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1q, px 6 , 1qq h 114 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 h 114 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 3 , 1q, px 1 , 0qq h 115 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 h 115 ą others ppx 0 , 1q, px 3 , 1q, px 4 , 1qq Table 5 : More details about Figure 5 : This table lists down all the hypotheses in the left branch of the tree. For each of these hypotheses, it shows the preference function from the hypothesis, as well as the teaching sequence to teach the hypothesis. Consider h 9 : We have σp., h 9 q " th 9 ą h 79 ą h 80 ą h 81 ą h 82 ą h 83 ą othersu. Also, we have teaching sequence for h 9 as tpx 0 , 1q, px 2 , 1qu. Figure 5: Details of teaching sequences, for a preference function σ P Σ local , where TD X ,H,h0 pσq " 3 for powerset k " 7 class. For any hypothesis the cell with blue color is representing last teaching example in teaching sequence, and the cells with red color are representing rest of teaching sequence. Also see Table 5 that lists down details for all the hypotheses in the left branch of the tree.
D Supplementary Materials for §5.3 D.1 Proof of Lemma 4
In this section, we extend the proof sketch of Lemma 4 in the main paper into the full proof. A useful notion for this proof is the notion of H-distinguishable set:
Definition 7 (Based on [DFSZ14] ) A set of instances X Ď X is H-distinguishable, if |H |X | " |H|.
For completeness, we also incorporate part of the proof sketch from §5.3 into the extended proof below.
Proof [(Extended) Proof of Lemma 4] Let us define H x " th P H : h x |Ψ H P H |Ψ H u. Here, h x denotes the hypothesis that only differs from h on the label of x. Fix a reference hypothesis h H . @x j P Ψ H , let y j " 1´h H px j q be the opposite label of x j as provided by h H . As highlighted in Line 9 of Algorithm 2, we consider the set H y1 x1 " th P H x1 : hpx 1 q " y 1 u as the first partition. .
In Table 6 , we provide an example hypothesis class where we show how to construct the first partition H y1 x1 . Table 6a shows the hypothesis class H (here a ‰ b ‰ c ‰ d ‰ e) and h H " h 0 . Table 6b shows the resulting set of hypotheses H x1 " th P H : h x 1|Ψ H P H |Ψ H u, and Table 6c shows the first partition H y1"1 x1 . We denote H 1 :" H y1 x1 , and define Ψ H 1 Ď Ψ H ztx 1 u to be any compact-distinguishable set on H 1 .
Lower VCD. Let d " VCDpH, Ψ H q. In the following, we prove that VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q ď d´1. We consider the following two cases:
1. If d ą 1, then VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q ď VCDpH y1 x1 , Ψ H q " VCDpH x1 , Ψ H q´1 ď VCDpH, Ψ H q´1 ď d´1 Since Ψ H 1 Ă Ψ H , the first inequality is due to the monotonicity of VCD. The equality follows from the fact that, for all h P H y1 x1 , it holds that hpx 1 q " y 1 and h x 1|Ψ H P H x1 |Ψ H . This indicates that, X Ď Ψ H shatters H y1 x1 , iff X Ytx 1 u shatters H x1 . The second inequality comes from the fact that VCD is monotonic. 2. If d " 1 and |H y1 x1 | ě 2, then similar to the previous case we have the following: VCDpH x1 , Ψ H q ď VCDpH, Ψ H q " 1 and VCDpH x1 , Ψ H q " VCDpH y1 x1 , Ψ H q`1. Subsequently, VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q " 0. 3. If d " 1 and |H y1 x1 | ă 2, then since |H y1 x1 | ă 2, by definition, we have VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q " 0 and hence is less than d " 1.
That is, the first partition H 1 , Ψ H 1 has VCDpH 1 , Ψ H 1 q ď d´1, i.e., H 1 satisfies property (i) . In addition, it is clear that H 1 |tx1u " ty 1 u " t1´h H px 1 qu. Therefore, H 1 also satisfies property (ii).
Non-emptiness of H 1 . For the sake of contradiction assume that H 1 is empty. Note that Ψ H is H-distinguishable. Since H 1 is empty, this means that there is no pair of hypotheses that differ only on x 1 . This in turn indicates that Ψ H ztx 1 u is H-distinguishable. However, |Ψ H ztx 1 u| ă |Ψ H | and this is in contradiction to the assumption that Ψ H is compact-distinguishable on H.
D.2 Supplementary Materials for the Proof of Theorem 3
Our proof of Theorem 3 in the main paper relies on the fact that every teaching example px j , y j q, where x j P Ψ H and y j " 1´hpx j q for some fixed h, corresponds to a unique version space V j . The proof depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 8 Fix H Ď H, and let Ψ H Ď X be a compact-distinguishable set on H. For any x, x 1 P Ψ H and y, y 1 P t0, 1u such that px, yq ‰ px 1 , y 1 q, the resulting version spaces th P H : hpxq " yu and th P H : hpx 1 q " y 1 u are different.
Proof [Proof of Lemma 8] Denote A " th P H : hpxq " yu and B " th P H : hpx 1 q " y 1 u. We consider the following two cases: (1) y " y 1 , and (2) y ‰ y 1 . For the first case where y " y 1 , if A " B, this would violate the first part of property (i) of Lemma 4, (i.e., there do not exist distinct x, x 1 s.t. @h P H : hpxq " hpx 1 q. For the second case, if A " B, this would violate the second part of property (i) . Hence it completes the proof.
